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BAY GARDENS HOTEL & INN, SAINT LUCIA:
SAVING ENERGY COSTS WITH SWH
Business Information
Co. name

Bay Gardens Hotel & Inn

Type of establishment

Large Hotel

Hotel: 78 rooms & suites

Building size

Inn: 33 rooms

Annual hot water demand

Not measured

Capacity: 150 - 325 guests
Prior to Solar Water Heating

Fuel source

Electricity

System type

Electric boilers

System capacity

Not measured

Solar water heating at Bay Gardens Hotel, Saint Lucia
System Type

Flat Plate

System Capacity
(in gallons)

Per room: 40
Total: 4440

% of demand
offset by SWH

Savings

Estimated payback

40% monthly on property’s electricity costs

1.5 years

100%

CASE BACKGROUND
Located in Rodney Bay, Gros Islet, in the north of Saint Lucia, Bay Gardens Hotel & Inn is a 3-star
boutique property with 78 rooms and suites in the hotel and 33 rooms in the Inn. The hotel and inn
together can house between 150-325 guests. All the rooms and the kitchen are served by the solar water
heating system, which was installed soon after the hotel was built in 1995. Each 80-gallon system serves
two rooms (40 gallons each). The collector size is 33 sq.ft. (~3 sq.m.), delivering water at a temperature of
up to 140°F (60°C). Every system has three main parts. The flat panel collector (heats the water), a pump
powered by a small PV panel, and an insulated underground tank (stores the water). The hotel uses a
pump to keep the tanks away from the roof, so as to maintain the aesthetics of the property.
The estimated cost of the system is US$900-950 per room. A room with 100% occupancy through the
year will use about 5.86 7 kWh of electrical energy to heat water every day. With electricity prices around
US$.36-38/kWh, this would translate to an annual expense of about $790 per room.

7 Average daily hot water consumption per room assumed at 40 gallons. Average rise in temperature of water needed is 60°F (from 80°F to
140°F). Specific heat of water is 1BTU/lb°F. Since 1 gallon = 8.34 lbs, BTUs needed for 40 gallons to rise by 60°F, = [40 X 60 X 8.34] = 20,016 BTUs,
which is equivalent to 5.86 kWh.
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MOTIVATIONS: WHY SOLAR WATER HEATING?
Bay Gardens installed solar water heating systems to reduce operating costs. The hotel’s general
manager, Ms. Waltrude Patrick points out that, “While overall costs on electricity have gone down by
40% with the help of SWH, actual savings depends on the occupancy rates at the hotel.” The system,
however, is integral to the finances of the hotel.
Saint Lucia has high electricity and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) rates averaging around USD 0.38/kWh
(2013-2014) and USD 0.69/lb respectively, for the hotel sector (LUCELEC 2015). Like most Caribbean
islands, hot water produced with LPG or electricity drawn from the grid results in relatively high water
heating bills. 8
Since opening in 1995, Bay Gardens began exploring options to reduce their operating costs and soon
after installed SWH system across the property with the help of Solar Dynamics, the only SWH supplier
and installer in the region at the time. When asked what would happen if Bay Gardens were to move
back to conventional electric heating, the maintenance manager, Kenneth Augustin shared, “Our
operating costs would double!”

Project finances and details for Bay Gardens Hotel, Saint Lucia
Initial cost

US$100,000

Incentives

None

Net installed cost

US$100,000

Project developer
Capital source
Financing, if any

Solar Dynamics
Self-funded
None

EXPERIENCE AND LESSONS LEARNED
Although the project was commissioned and executed without any major problems and the hotel would
reinvest in SWH, the management believes it would be a better idea to use aluminum tanks. The hotel
maintenance staff clarified that over time, iron-based tanks tend to rust and crack within the insulated
chamber and so aluminum tanks would circumvent that problem. Discussions with the system vendor
revealed that there are alternate solutions to this problem. One would be to replace the tank with a
glass-lined steel tank. The rust could also be avoided by replacing the magnesium anode. The anode is
expected to erode due to high calcium content in the water in Saint Lucia. Further, at a nominal cost, the
useful life of the tank (and faucets) could be increased by adding a pressure valve to reduce the pressure
of the (cold) water going into the system. Lastly, while not a frequent practice in the Caribbean region, a
maintenance contract could be explored with the installer to prevent system operation and maintenance
issues.

8

At US$0.38/kWh for electricity and US$0.69/lb for LPG, this translates to US$113 and US$43 per MMBTU respectively. EIA’s Heating Fuel
Comparison Calculator (www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/heatcalc.xls) used for reference.
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ELEGANT HOTELS - TURTLE BEACH RESORT, BARBADOS:
MAKING THE RIGHT MOVE WITH SWH
Business Information
Co. name
Building size

Elegant Hotels—Turtle Beach Resort
161 junior & one-bedroom suites
Capacity: 400 guests

Type of establishment
Annual hot water demand

Large all-suite resort
1.54 million gallons

Prior to Solar Water Heating
Fuel source

Gas &
Electricity

System type

Gas & Electric
boiler

System
capacity

20 gallons/room

Solar water heating at Elegant Hotels - Turtle Beach Resort, Barbados

System Type

Convection
flow

System Capacity
(in gallons)

Per room: 40
Total: 6440

% of demand
offset by SWH

Return on investment

Estimated payback

35.6%

1.3 years

100%

CASE BACKGROUND
Located on the south coast of Barbados, Turtle Beach is a Green Globe certified resort with 161 junior and
one-bedroom suites. The hotel can house about 400 guests at full capacity.
The solar water heating system for Turtle Beach was installed in 1997 by Solar Dynamics. In all, the
systems measure 251 sq.m., and are designed to serve 100% of the resort’s hot water load. Even with the
occasional use of electrical boosters, the resort has reduced its energy bill for heating water by 95%. The
resort put out a request for proposal in 1997 and three potential suppliers provided individual solutions
to meet the specifications established by Turtle Beach. Specifications included: system capacity, recovery
time, availability and the costs of maintenance of the installed system among other criteria.

MOTIVATIONS: WHY SOLAR WATER HEATING?
For Turtle Beach, installing a solar water heating system was not only for cost savings. With this measure,
the resort has made a deliberate choice to reduce their carbon footprint and invest in renewable energy.

Project finances and details for Elegant Hotels – Turtle Beach Resort, Barbados
Initial cost

US$ 161,000

Incentives

None

Net installed cost

US$161,000

Project developer
Capital source
Financing, if any

Solar Dynamics
Self-funded
None
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EXPERIENCE, CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED
One of the major challenges Turtle Beach faced was installing the SWH systems was maintaining the
aesthetics of the resort. Turtle Beach struggled to find enough roof space for SWH panels and to locate
the tanks in a way, so that pumps could be avoided.
When asked what Turtle Beach would avoid if the SWH system were to be installed over again, property
manager Michael Barrow said, “Sun exposure: we would ensure that panels and pumps are not installed
where there is limited sun exposure.” He also shared that if Turtle Beach were to install SWH again, they
would keep the tanks on the roofs, ensure thermostats and pressure release valves were included on all
the hot water tanks, and use CPVC piping.
Overall, Turtle Beach has had a positive experience with their solar water heating systems. Interestingly,
Turtle Beach has had to replace two electric boilers over the past 4.5 years where as the resort has only
refurbished their SWH systems once in 17 years.

Actual photos of Turtle Beach Resort SWH installation in Barbados. Photo Credit: Barrow, 2015
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